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Disclaimer

I don’t speak any Asian language.

What I learned when I attended at the 1st Asia

TEX conference: a synthesis.
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Which part of Asia?

Audience ⇐= people from:

• Korea, Japan,

• Vietnam,

• Austria, Namibia (Japan), France.

Focused on languages of Far East.
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General points

Characters belong to Unicode’s cjk part,

. . . very far from codes of Latin chcracters.

Ad hoc codes ⇐= rarely used now.

=⇒ utf-8.
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Languages

Chinese and Japanese ⇐= ideographs.

Korea ⇐= Hangul alphabet: each block is a com-

bination of consonants, vowels, and something like

diacritical signs.

쟝-미셸 위플렌
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Text processing

TEX’s basic ideas are suitable, but all the dimensions must

be changed, e.g., \baselineskip.

Use of kerning.

Break paragraphs into lines ⇐= penalties:

• before the last letter of a paragraph (\jcharwidow)

• infinite penalty before some final letters (kinsoku).
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New units

E.g., zw (zenkaku width).

\kanjiskip=0zw plus 0.1zw minus 0.01zw

(between two successive letters)

\xkanjiskip ⇐= between two words.
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CJK package

Allows to insert fragments in languages using cjk

characters,

but not really suitable for the whole of a big text.

\begin{CJK}{encoding}{font}
...

\end{CJK}
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Korean TEX

The kotex distribution includes:

• some macro definitions grouped into a kotex,

• some source C files,

• font files.

Usable with TEX Live 2007.
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Installing kotext

Not really difficult, but has to be done manually!

Adds functionalities to the formats (pdf)tex and

(pdf)latex.
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kotex package

If characters belong to Korean language =⇒ text

fragment supposed to be in Korean,

else if characters belong to Latin area =⇒ text

fragment supposed to be in English,

no advanced processing for the other characters.
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Going further

Usable in conjunction with the babel package.

BibTEX’s bibliography style.

=⇒ usable ‘classically’.
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Japanese TEX

pTEX engine,

Comparable to kotex, but automatic installation

procedure.

The common files for TEX and pTEX are shared.

Builds the formats (pdf)ptex and (pdf)platex.
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pTEX

Very complete for the Japanese language:

• two senses of writing,

• some classes: jsarticle, jsbook, jsreport,

• extensions to koma-Script,

but ad hoc!
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Future

pTEX. . . very soon upTEX.

Unicode-compliant,

supporting the babel package.
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Conclusion

My opinion:

Situation about the Asian languages ' the same at

the beginning of the 1990’s for European languages.

Many developments but without global organisa-

tion.
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Participating in this effort?

Global organisation.

Bibliographies.

Font design.
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